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EQUIPMENT



The OMNICUT 350 is an automatic sheet feeding and cutting system designed to automatically load and 
cut sheets without operator intervention. Equipped with a Graphtec CE7000-40 Plotter, cuts can be made 
on adhesive sheets, silkscreen prints, shop material prints and digital prints on cardboard. A newly designed 
ramp-style loading tray and wheel system, allows the sheets to be automatically loaded onto the plotter without 
interruption, cut, then dispensed into the catch tray, all with ease.

This plotter is equipped with an integrated sensor reader to assist in reading the marks after each sheet is 
loaded, all within a fraction of a second. This is done while working in tandem with the cutting management 
software resulting with a cut precision of 0.011" (0.3mm). The cutting parameters can be adjusted using the 
cutting management software included, giving the user a simple and smart way to operate the unit. 

DURApro OMNICUT 350

DURApro OMNICUT 350

Auto sheet capacity Average 150 sheets - with auto feeder

Media width (min-max) 8.25” - 13.77” (210 - 350 mm)

Media length (min-max) 11” - 19.68” (279 - 500 mm)

Media weight range 220- 350 gsm

Interface & software Cutting Manager Software (Win XP up) cutter management tool

Supported file types Vector PDF (Illustrator or CorelDRAW)

Registration method Two or four registration marks

Cutting options Die-Cut, Kiss-Cut, Perforation Cut and Media Creasing for boxes.

Weight 77.16 lb (35 kg)

Specifications

Max 13.77” x 19.68”

Finishing Applications in Tags, Labels, 
Small Boxes, Stickers, etc. 

Note: The information given within this spec sheet is believed to be true and accurate and is not intended to violate any statutory condition or right of a third party. Skandacor™ makes no warranty, 
express or implied, as to the fitness of the products for any specific use or purpose. The included data is purely for reader’s consideration, investigation and verification.

Skandacor™  is on a mission to proactively pursue products, solutions, and services that will 
advance our clients’ brands and returns. Our pro™ lineup of products and equipment creatively 
deliver the highest value through only the best in opportunity, quality, and performance.  


